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SCSU to host sexual assault conference
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

SCSU and Campus Awareness
Against Sexual Assault (CAASA)

are set to host the 6th annual
national student Conference on

Campus Sexual Assault May 21 -23.

Two conferences will take place
nationally, one at SCSU and one in
San
Diego.
According
to
conference coordinator Molly
Wilson, SCSU's CAASA was
chosen to host the conference
because of its strong coalition with
the school's administration.

"Other univ~rsities fight with
their administration
to get
policies passed, where we're
working with them," Wilson said.
"Also, this campus has a climate of
activism."
The theme for the conference is
"Challenging the Comfort Zone:

ConsciousneS5 on Campus."
"We want to p_ush the standards
and
go
beyond
people's
comfort zone to create a safe
environment,"
said
Tonya
Faundeen, president of CAASA, in
explaining the theme.
Headlining
this
year's

conference will be keynote fpeaker
Andrea Dworkin, a renowned
radical feminist activist and author
::kr:~~:i~~ ~:~.four•

Go 10 CAASA, PAGE 8 •

Students
lunch
with
leaders
Program features alumni
speakers, focuses on
community interaction
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

The office of Student Organizations and the
S1u9ent Representative' Assembly have teamed
up to sponsor a program called Lunch with
Leaders.
The program, designed to inspire and develop
leadership among SCSU students, is held once a
month.
Leaders from the St. Cloud community as
well as SCSU students and faculty members are
invited 10 address topics concerni ng the
recognition and cultivation of leadership. The
project was launched a year ago this month and
has been successful, according to . Rhoda
Schrader, director of University Organizations.
'The very first speaker was the president of
SCSU, Bruce Grube," she said. "President Grube
explained to the students about the qualities of a
leader and how to best develop these qualities."
Lunch with Leaders is strictly a volunteer
operation, and does not have a budget. People
from various fields of business, academia and
government volunteer their time in an effort to
develop future leaders at SCSU.
Schrader said the turnout is usually between
12 and 15 people, and that she is working on
increasing that number.
"Of course, when you don't have a budget it
isn't easy to publicize an event," she said.
Lunch with Leaders does not follow the
traditionaJ fonnat of having speakers address
students in a classroom setting.

Go 10 LUNCH,

PAGE 8 •

Jufia Peterson/PHOTO EDITOR

Sop~omore business major Erik Anderson cheers for the Huskies during Saturday's hockey game against the University
of Minnesota. The Gophers won 4-1 Saturday, but SCSU won 4-3 in overtime Sunday at Mariucci Arena in Minneapolis.
The victory marked the first win for the Huskies at Mariucci in SCSU hockey history.

Auditorium wired for better sound
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

Renovations at Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall have gone technicaJ.
A new, state•of.the-art instructional
presentation system has been installed to go
with the remodeling that was done in the
auditorium in the summer.

The previous presentation system was
outdated and needed to be changed, said
Tom
Neumann,
director
of
the
University Conference and Information
Center.
Neumann said with large classes such as
geography and criminal justice, a more
technical and user-friendly presentation

system was needed.
"I think there was a need recognized to
equip that faci lity with the right tools so that
instructors in this day and age can be more
effective," Neumann said. "It has every
capability you can think of with regard to
data projection."

Go TO AUDITORIUM, PAGE 8 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY

CAMPUS
SCSU inay re-open lab

school

·

SCSU President · Bruce Grube and the
superintendent of St. Cloud school dislrict Bruce
Thomas will meet Monday afternoon to discuss
initiaJ planning to re-open the lab school to
Minnesota-Morris at 8 p.m.
research arid develop teaching methods. The
at Halenbeck Halt.
-meeting
was
called
after
Governor Carlson's announcement last-week to
Women's Basketball
bring back some of Minnesota's lab schools.
vs. Winona State at
At one time, aJI of the Minnesota State
6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.
Universities had lab schools. SCSU was home to
I
one from 1869 to 1983, when it was forced to
Family Night
shut down because of financial reasons. It was
the last of its kind to close in Minnesota.
For $15 a family can gain
Currently, it is not believed that SCSU can
admission to both the
revive t~ lab school on its campus due to lack of
women's and men's
space. A lab school could be crea~ in one of the
basketball and receive 4
district's high schools.
sodas and 4 popcorns. For
If the district school program wolXS, it would
more information call Brad
Jodarski, 255-2137

Men's Basketball
vs. University of

Newly-recognized
campus organization meets
Tuesdays at 2 p.m. in
Brown Hall room 115

THURSDAY
Men's BasketBall
vs. Mount Scenario 7:30
p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.

Men's Wrestling
vs. Moorhead State
University at 5 p.m. at
Eastman Hall.

UofMhires
football coach
University of Minnesota did not
take long to replace retired football
coach Jim ' Wacker. On Friday
afternoon U of M signed Glen
Mason, who formerly coached at
Kansas, Kent State and was the
offensive coordinator at Ohio State.
Mason is known as the kind of
coach who lums losing teams into
winners. At the U of M he will have
his chance.
Mason inherits a team that has
lost its last 15 Big Ten games and
has a record of 3-24 in the
conference in its ' last 27 games.

Symphony of Words
Open mic night of
literature in the Quarry,
located in the Atwood
Memorial Center.
Everybody is welcOme to
read any works they may

possess. Readings start at
8 p.m.

Thursday is the last day to
donate toys for the
Advertising Federation of
America (AdFed) and the
Public Relations Student
Society of Americ~ (PRSSA)
Toys For Tots drive. Toys
must be new and
unwrapped. Drop off sites
are clearly marked
throughout campus.

The SCSU Christmas tree was
returned two days after it was
originally stolen.
The incident started when two
men went into Atwood Memorial
Center claiming they were taking
the tree to get it flocked. Individuals
wprking at the desk did not realize
what had happened until a scrawny
tree was put in Jhe original's place.
An anonymous man called in,
giving employees at Atwood a tip
as to the whereabouts of the tree,
but nobody could figure out the
clue. The tree was returned by
ACACIA. The fraternity was not
punished for taking the tree:

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

The story "Duo caught in pulling
aJarm" in the Dec. 13 issue, page
one, should be attributed as follows:
Sherburne Hall Director Rick
Frederickson was the source for the
time and date of the incident. UPS
Director Mark Petrick was the
source
for
the
remaining
information.

Last Day to Donate
Toys For Tots

The legaJ limit in Minnesota is . JO. Carruth did
not have a valid driver's li,,cense as his was
revoked after his third DUI in July of 1996.

St. Cloud man charged St. Cloud Heritage
for alcohol related car Center wins national
crash
award
16 felony counts were handed down to a ·
St. Cloud man who was driving under the .
1be St. Cloud Heritage Center Museum has
influence of alcohol in a Dec. 6 car crash again been awarded accreditation by the
that killed two people and a 5-month-old American Association of Museums.
fetus.
11tis award means the Heritage Center meets
Steven Carruth, 40, will be charged with all of the expectations set for a museum by the
criminal vehicular homicide and . criminal industry.
~;;i'c~!:hs0 ~:ti~:Jun~t re~:~~~~ngin f~:
accidents.
Tests showed that Carruth had a blood
aJcohol content of .26 at the time of the accident.

The museum is the only one in Minnesota,
and one of only 750 of the nations 9,000
museum·s to win this award.

& NATION
three minutes before the accident
occurred.

Barge hits

shopping mall
in New Orleans
60 people were injured when a
grain freighter crashed into the
Riverwalk shopping mall in New
Orleans Saturday afternoon.
Besides the injuries, a good part
of the $58 million shopping mall is
now floating in the Mississippi
river. Authorities say what is left of
the mall looks to be unstable, and
they hope to be able to clean up the
mess without any further accidents.
The
accident
is
under
investigation, but it is reJX)rted the
grain freighter lost JX)Wer, making it
impossible for the captain to steer.
The captain did use the ship's horn
to warn people of the impact abouf

her three children in late 1978.
Ture once confessed to the
killing of all six of these
individuals, but now denies
involvement in any of the murders.

Grand Jury to
hear 17-year-old
Strokes might
case
not
be so deadly
A St. Cloud inmate was
transferred to Washington County
where a grand jury will hear
evidence from a 1979 murder case.
Joseph Tore Jr., 45, already
serving a life sentence for the 1980
murder of a 19-year-old woman and
a 30 year sentence for three rapes in
Minneapolis, is a suspect in the
1979 murder of an 18-year-old high
school student.
Ture is also a suspect in the 1979
murder of a Melrose woman and
the shotgun slaying of a mother and

Last year, 145,000 people in the
U.S. died of strokes, making them
the third leading cause of death in
this country.
The National Institute of
Neurological Disorders is setting up
new guidelines for dealing with
strokes. Because of the new clot
busting drug tPA, blood can be
returned to the brain in some
victims, thus lessening the harsh
effects of a stroke, and making a
full recov~ry more realistic.
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Volunteers create Christmas magic
by Jeff Dahler

employees are really generous."
Other organizations and local businesses
also jumped into the ·effort. Minnesota
Trucking Association, St. Cloud Chiropractic,
Fingerhut, Anderson Trucking and St. Cloud
Truck Sales are just some of the companies
Sandra Brakstad could remember off the top
of her head. Tim Brakstad said the eagerness
of the community to help the children was
truly a heart-wanning sign.
"Everybody wants to get involved," Tim
Brakstad said. "It is the one thing that I have
been involved in that I do not have to beg
people to help. It is truly great."
Roger Bonn, owner of Peter's Auto Bcxiy,
played Santa Claus for the day. He was very
excited about how well the day went and said
he would definitely participate in this
program again.
"It was absolutely great," Bonn said. 'The
best part was when this liule girl just sat there
hugging and hugging me. With the look she
had on her face, I could tell how much it
meant to her."
Bonn said it was great to come by airplane
instead of by tradi1ional reindeer.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

There are not many things in this world
that can match the excitement and
anticipation of a 5-year-old waiting to see

Santa Claus.
The word came in by radio.
"Children, I have an announcement," the
elf said. "Santa will be making a low pass in
about three minutes."
The St. Cloud Municipa] Airport was afire
as 25 to 30 youngsters, waiting to see ''The
Man," scurried to get their coats and hats on
to make the trip outside to do just that.
For the third consecutive year, the big guy
(Santa Claus) has visited the aiI'JX>rl., leaving
Dasher, Dancer and the others behind,
traveling in an airplane instead. The purpose
of the airport visit was to give toys donated by
community org'anizations to local children
suffering from serious illness, those involved
in Home Care and Journey Home (victims of
domestic and chemical abuse), and their
families.
Tim and Sandra Brakstad, owners of
Philip Brakstad & Associates, Inc.
coordinated this event on a local level and
were responsible for nying Santa into the St.
Cloud airport. Tim Brakstad, pilot, said the
actual giving of the gifts was what this event
was all about.
"It's a good program," Tim Brakstad said,
''These kids would have probably got
something for Christmas, but not a lot."
The program was actually started by a
Bemidji couple in 1990. Ray and Celest
Shetland, both in the medical _profession,
pilots and owners of an airstrip, set up a
December ny-in caJled the Tree of flope. The
Shefland's asked pilots in the Bemidji area to
stop by for a cup of apple cider, talk about
flying and bring a Christmas gift for a
hospitalized child. The Brakstad's, parents of
two children themselves, took to the
innovation, and according to Sandra
Brakstad, that is all it took.
"After we (fim and Sandra Brakstad) got
back into the plane, we looked at each other
and felt so good that we maybe made a
difference for one child that year," Sandra
Brakstad said. "We asked them (Shefland's)
if we could somehow sponsor the event. They
were so excited, it just took of from there."
The Brakstads were not the only

"Being this close to Christmas, Santa
needed to get down here (St. Cloud) and back
up to the North Pole as fast as possible," Bonn
~~~~: t~~~~eer are also resting for their
The children at the hospital were not the
only ones who received gifts. After the event
at the airport, Santa went to the St. Cloud
Hospital where 15 bed-ridden children
received toys. The balance of the toys was
sent to the children's hoSpital in Minneapolis.
By the time the event was completed almost
I00 children were given Christmas presents.
Sandra Brakstad said this event made her
and her husband feel like they dki something
great for ill or needy children. They, along
with their employees, intend to continue
this
program
long
into
the
future.
Scott Atuferson/ST1,FF PHaroGR!tl'HER.

Santa Claus flew in to St. Cloud Municipal Airport Saturday afternoon to
distribute gifts to local children suffering from serious illness.
individuals involved in this effort. Seven
Philip Brakstad & Associates employees
were , at the airport and helped out. Some
dressed as elves, one as "Frosty the
Snowman" and another as "Rudolph the Red

Nosed.Reindeer." Sandra Brakstad said it was
unbelievable how helpful and willing the
employees were of the program
'They all donate their time to help us put
this event on," Sandra Brakstad said." 'These

"We intend to do this every year as long as
there are children that need our help," Sandra
Brakstad said. "It keeps the spirit of
Christmas alive for families who have the
financial burden of medical expenses. Not
only does the gift show compassion, but it
gives the children a sense of hope for a better
tomorrow and shows them the magic of
Christmas."

Monitoring organization makes an impact
by DaNette Byers
STAFF WRITER

After just one year of existence, the
Steams County Women at the Courthouse
(WATCH) program has made a significant
impact on the St. Cloud community by sitting
in on and observing criminal court cases
where the victims are women and children.
"WATCH is a court monitoring
organization founded in Hennepin County,
March, 1992, by Susan Lefesty.
WATCH's mission is to make the courts
more effective and responsive in handling
cases of violence, particularly against women
and children, and create a more informed and
involved public.
WATCH consists mainly of area
volunteers. Karen Neiger, a graduate of
SCSU, is the coordinator of the St. Cloud area
chapter which was officially launched in
September, 1995.
Neiger volunteered with the original
WATCH program in Hennepin County in its
early stages three years ago. Her interests
grew and she later became an employee.
"Karen is a wonderful coordinator who
has really pulled us all together;' said Debbie
Bellerud, senior and volunteer/interim.
'The people who work with WATCH arc
not judges, lawyers or criminal justice

Kristine White/STAFF Pff(TfOGRAPHER

Debbie Bellerud, senior speech major, talks to WATCH coordinator Karen Neiger
in the Stearns County ceremonial courtroom before observing a trial.
majors. They are the common person. We
are the eyes of the public, making sure
victims are protected and criminals
are being convicted," Bellerud said.
Bellerud will graduate winter quarter

with a B.A. in speech communications. She
has worked with the WATCH organization
for three months.
"Even if I don't plan to work with the
judicial system, WATCH has sti ll given me a

wealth of knowledge I can use in everyday
life," said Bellerud.
The types of cases WATCH oversees may
include charges of cri minal sexual cbnduct,
order of protection violations, various degrees
of assaults, and cases of disorderly conduct.
Although volunteers for WATCH do not
have court experience pcrsay, they arc still
trained by the organization to monitor a court
proceeding.
A WATCH court monitor's responsibility
is to report significant data so that the
information can be used to track certain
individuals' cases as well as important trends.
To become a WATCH volunteer, a person
must first go through a screening process,
complete an application, complete a court
observation pre-session, fo llowed by
an
additional
formal
training
session.
WATCH volunteers are a common sight
mixed in with other on-lookers in the
courtroom benches. They sit quietly with
their red clipboards, a trademark of the
WATCH organization, listening to each case.
As court is in session the WATCH court
monitor fakes notes on specific criminal
cases.

Go TO WATCH, PAGE 4 •
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Center for Community Studies receives grant
by Tamera J. Manning
The Center for Community
Studies has been awarded a $1000
grant from the Central Minnesota

Initiative Fund. The grant will be
used to sponsor a regiof!al
conference that the Center will
present on May 7, 1997 at Atwood

MemoriaJ Center.
The Center for Community
Studies is dedicated to the study,
development, and enhancement of
sustainable communities. Special
attention is given to looking at the

dynamics of the social, natural, and
economic enVironments of a
specific community.
The center is a new addition to
SCSU which opened this fall. It
functions as an academic unit as

well as a resource cente for the
broader community. The center
incorporates aspects of other

existing programs including
American studies, gerontology and
local and urban affairs. The center
focuses on communities in
Minnesota and the upper Midwest.
John Hamerlinck, a graduate
assistant, is actively involved in the
project. He feels people in a society
do not just live for themselves.
'They have a commitment to the
environment and to eai:h other.
"We, as a co~munity, should
understand that we can't just do
business as usual," Hamerlinck
said.
,
The regional conference is titled
"A River Runs Through Us." The
title was chosen because the center

feels the Mississippi River links
everyone in the area and provides a
sense of community.
·
lli.e goal of the coTlference is to
get the university, COmmunity, civic
leaders,
professionals
and
concerned citizens interested in the
importance
of
sustainable
communities. The event will
address issues communities face
such as-transportation, commitment
to the environment, ecology, food
production and use of resources.
Along with workshops and ~
informational sessions, a keynote
address will be given. Speakers as
well as dates and times will be
posted closer to the actual event.
The notion of sustainable
communities is a culling edge
concept that is catching auention all

WATCHPAGE3
The court monitor documents
any disruptions as well as the
sentence of the defendant. If the
court monitor finds discrepencies in
sentencing or treatment of a victim,
the WATCH volunteer documents
the action and later brings it to the
judges attention.
"Through
its
relentless
monitoring of the courts, WATCH
and its legion of volunteers and
supporters are turning around a legal
system that, for far too long, has
failed to protect women and children
from violent predators," said Rep.
Jim Ramstad, 3rd District, Minn.
"WATCH is looking to make a
system that works and makes itself
work even better," said Bellerud
"Sometimes we' ll have a court
monitor in three court rooms at a
time."
WATCH is a self-educated
program.
"In the process of finding cases to
observe, ' we must sit through all
cases," said Bcllerud. "We are not
infom,ed of the criminal cases. We
must find them out for ourselves."
Volunteers find WATCH to be not
only rewarding but to serve as a
reality check as well.
"Being in the court room with a
murderer for the first lime in my life
was very emotional," said Bellerud.
"I was saddened yet fiorrified to
realize that the person standing
before me could be anyone I know."
The case Bellerud was refering to

r

was the " Kurt James case." James
pied guilty · to the charge of
murdering his two children, July
19%. A sentencing hearing is still to
follow.
WATCH
is a non-profit
organization that works hard.to make
sure the judicial system is catering to
the needs of victims. "Watch is doing
groundbreaking work when it comes
to making the justice system more
accountable to victims of domestic
violence," said Sheila Wel\stone,
wife of Sen. Paul Wellstone.
According to a pamphlet
distributed by WATCH, by
objectively documenting obsc1Vable
behaviors in criminal court
proceedings, WATCH is able to

increase public awareness of judicial
issues and understanding of the
judicial system.
WATCH
volunteers
are
dedicated to making sure the
punishi:nent fits the crime.
WATCH may not immediately
stop those who terrorize women,
batter wives and abuse children, but
they can change society's attitude
toward those who do.
According to coordinators, Ol)C
way to do that is to make sure that
those in the justice sytstem no longer
look away when women and
children are victims.
For more information on the
WATCH organization or to become a
volunteer call (320)-259-4008.
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over· the ~forld, according to
Hamerlinck. People are beginning
to realize that they need to change
their ways of thinking if they are to
preserve their communities.
"We try to form partnerships
with everyone wjlo has a stake in
communities and enhance efforts
that are already being made-or help
to benefit these efforts," said
Hamerlinck.
"We are concerned primarily
with a community's well-being, not
only for the present, but in the past,
and for future generations to come,"
said
Pamela
Mittlefehldt,
coordinator of the center and
director of American studies.
The
center
knqws
the
importance of diversity when
addressing the concerns of

everyone in a community.
'The center is an academic unit
and resource center eager to work
with other department prt>grams
that are also interested in issues
concerned
with
sustainable
communities," said Miulefehldt.
The Center for Community
Studies has been working on plans
for the future, sOnie of which
involve cuniculum.
"We are developing a minor in
Community Studies that the center
feels will be exciting for many
programs
across
campus,"
Mittlefehldtsaid.
Those interested in obtaining
more infonnation on the Center for
Community Studies can stop by
Stewart Hall 365 or phone the
center at 255-3947.

As a victim of a crime, you have the right to
participate in the prosecution, including the
right to:
□ have input in a p~trial diversion decision
0 request a special trial
0 bring a supportive person to the pre-trial
hearing
0 be notified of the changes in the scheduling
of court proceedings
0 be notified of the contents of a plea
agreement
0 object to a plea agreement
0 wait in a safe area separate from the
defendant during court
0 not give your add~ in court
0 take time off from work to testify without
your employer disciplining you
0 attend the sentencing
0 give written objections to the sentencing
0 request the court to order the defenda nt to
pay for the loss you suffered
0 let the court know at the pre-trial or
sentencing the impact the crime has had on
you
0 know when the offender is released from
custody if you are a victim of a sexual assault
or domestic violence. You must make a
written request for this information.

INNOCENT

BYSTAN

l~
r.P.I APtlblicS.,,,,iceollheUS™forest Service
~and)<HJl'State ~ .
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It claims good people.
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Overtitne victory tnakes his~ry
Parrish's hat trick gives Huskies first ever win at Mariucci Arena
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

A

shocked

Mark

Parrish

hesitated for a moment and raised
his hands before he was engulfed in

a sea of black jerseys at Mafiucci
Arena in Minneapolis.
Parrish 's goal at 3:49 of
overtime gave SCSU a split with
the University of Minnesota, and
marked the first
time
the
Huskies have

the Bloomington, M·inn., native a
natural hat trick, and his 11th goal
of the season.
SCSU . sophomore forward
Jason Goulet got the scoring started

at 5:25 of the first period.
After taking a long pass from
sophomore Geno Parrish, Goulet
skated in and backhanded the puck

past DeBus.
The Gophers retaliated, picking

up two goals
before the end

escaped
Mariucci with a

This is definitery
something I'll
never forget.

of the first
stanza to give
the U ofM a 21 lead.
·
Both of the
Gopher goals

win.
"I was just
trying to put it
came
on
on net and at
rebounds off of
first I didn't
junior Husky
believe it when
goa lt e nd er
it went in,"
Mark Parrish
Brian Leitza
Mark Parrish, a
SCSU SOPHOMORE
In
the
sophomo"re,
f ORWARO
second period,
said. "I don't
U
of
M
even think I
raised my hands and before I knew freshman Rico Pagel tallied , his
it (freshman Matt) Bailey was second goal of the evening, giving
tackling me."
the Gophers a 3-1 lead.
Senior defenseman Randy Best
The Huskies ran into a string of
gave sophomore forward Matt bad. luck, hitting three pipes in t~e
Cullen a pass that Cullen took into penod as few breaks went m
the right circle in the Gopher zone. •~ SC~U's favor.
.
Cullen. covered tightly by a U of
After the first IO minutes
M defenseman, sent a pretty pass (Saturday) we ~~n't get a~y breaks
through the slot to Parrish, who and I was afraid 1t was gomg to ,be
one-timed the puck past a sprawling the same way after (Sundays)
Steve DeBus.
second period," SCSU head coach
"Randy made a nice pass and I Craig Dahl said.
had a step on the defenseman. I
The puck started bouncing
heard (Parrish) coming and I threw SCSU's w~y in ~ e third period,~
it across to him " Cullen said "I Mark Pamsh talhed the first of his
didn't see it go in, but I heard ·the goals at the 2:27 rriark.
.
fans go crazy, and that's a great
Cullen passed to Mark Parrish
feeling."
from ~ehmd the net and the
"I just wanted to get the puck off Bloommgto~-J~fferson graduate
as quick as I could tO' try to get it by backhanded 1t m for short-handed
him," Mark Parrish said. 'This is goal, closing the lead to 3-2.
definitely something , I'll never
forget."
The overtime game-winner gave
Go TO OVERTIME, PAGE 7 •
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SCSU freshman forward Matt Noga skated around the University of Minnesota's Erik Rasmussen
Saturday at the National Hockey Center. The Gophers defeated the Huskies 4-1 Friday, but SCSU
bounced back to defeat the U of M 4-3 in overtime Sunday at Mariuccl Arena. The win at Mariucci
was the first in Husky hockey history.

Husky men's hoopsters fall short against NSU
by_Ryan_Voz
MANAGING EDITOR

Trying to find someone in Aberdeen, S.D.
might be tricky enough.
But to find somebody who fel{ the men's
basketball team didn't have a shot at victory
Saturday night, might have been evefl harder.
"We had our chanCes, but we just didn't
get the job done," SCSU head coach Butch
Raymond said.
The Huskies had six. possesions with
under two-minutes to play to tie or possibly
win the game, but things just didn't fall, as
Northern State University managed to hold
off SCSU for the 77-69 non-conference win
in Aberdeen.
The Huskies missed shots and free throws
in the finaJ minutes leading the Huskies to an
end they aren't used to; a losing one.
"We had the shots and we had good looks
at it," Raymond said.
· The Huskies were 6-0 going into Saturday

We had o_ur chances, but we just didn't get
the job done.
Butch Raymond
SCSU HEAD MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH

night's game before losing to Norihem State.
"It was just a great game, and it was a nip
and tuck game all the way," Raymond said.
The Wolves improved their record to 9-1
overall, while the Huskies are now 6-1
overall.
Northern Stale is the defending Division II
Northern Sun Intercollegitate Conference
champion. The Wolves have won the
conference the last three out of four years.

"They are a good ball club, and I'm sure if
we meet them down the road it would be
another good game," sophomore guard Jon
Bryant said.
Leading the way for the Huskies was
Bryant who had a career high seven 3-point
goals, along with 26 points. According to
Bryant, the Huskies weren't able to get some
of the easy shots inside, leading to his nine
field goals.
'

"Bryant has been playing real well lately
and his shots again were falling for him,"
senior Shane Poepping said.
Bryant was the ·leading scorer in last
Tuesday's game against the University of
Minnesota - Duluth with 18 points.
Leading the way for Northern State was
DII All-American canididate Jeremy Vliem
with 27 points.
"He (Bryant) and Tony Morrow were the
two who kept us in the game offensively,"
Raymond said.
As for rebounding the Huskies were out
rebounded 31-15 ori offensive boards and 55to-41 on total rebounds for the game.
"Rebounding was a big statistic in the
game, and they played a lot more aggressive
defense than we have played so far this
season," Poepping said.
The Huskies are set to host the University
of Minnesota - Morris at 8 p.m tonight at
Halenbeck Hall.

Huskies overcome
adversity in victocy
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU women's basketball team
overcame a poor shooting night and a bad knee
to defeat Moorhead State University 55-51, last
Thursday at Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies (4-3) came into the game with
the Dr,agons with a loss against them this season
after an 81-58 defeat in the Huskies' opening
game of the season.
In the first five minutes of Thursday nights
game against the Dragons, SCSU had already
encountered another loss to MSU, except this
loss came after SCSU sophomore guard Teri
Watkins had to be canied off the floor after she
twisted her knee.
"That really hurt us when Teri Watkins went
out with the injury," said SCSU head coach Lori
U\ferts.
The injury to SCSU's starting guard meant
that the Huskies needed their bench to pick up
the slack, and according to Ulferts, that was the
key in the game.

'Throughout the rest of the game, our entire
bench played well," Ulferts said. "It didn't matter
who we put in the game, they all just played
extremely well for us tonight"
SCSU attacked the Dragons in the first half
from the inside where freshman cen1er Leah
Thomsen from St. Cloud Apollo High, was able
to score 12 of her game-high 16 points in the first
half, to help give the Huskies a 33-24 halftime
lead.
Thomsen said she was able to get some

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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SC~U ~shman Leah Thomsen drives the la~ against Moorhead State do~~-ti:!!ct'h:e i~~:t =do~:;:'
~
~n1ve~1ty Thursday at Halenbeck H~II. ~ Huski~s wo~ the non-conference threw off the Husky offensive attack.
t,tt against the Dragons 55-51, desptte losing Ten Walkings to a knee Injury. "We weren't hitting our outside shots in the
Thomsen led all scorers with 16 points.
second half like we were in the first," Thomsen
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said. "Our goal tonight was to shut down (MSU
center Kristi Stangl), who hurt us in the first
meeting and tonight we did a better job
defensively on her."
Stangl managed 13 points and grabbed 11
rebounds in a losing cause for MSU.
The Huskies were led by Thomsen's 16
points and seven rebounds, but sophomore point
guard Katie Shea made the difference towards
the end of the game.
SCSU blew a nine-point halftime lead and
with a minute remaining in the game, the
Dragons fought back to take the lead 49-48.
"In the second half nobody, including myself
was hitting our shots," Shea said. "During a
timeout, (assistant coach Mike) Curfman said to
me that I had to stop worrying aOOut the off-night
I was having and to just play my game."
After MSU took the lead 49-48, Shea hit a
critical 3-pointer, giving the Huskies a 51-49 lead
with 45 seconds left to play. Shea would later
knocked down two critical free-throws, sealing
the victory 55-51.
"Our free-throws saved us tonight," Ulferts
said. "We sti ll need to rebound better, it's
coming, but we still need to work on our passing
and our rebounding."
1be victory at home was the first home game
of the season for the team, after playing the first
six games on the road.
"It felt so good not to have to go on the road,"
Shea said. "It felt good playing on our home
court and to have the crowd for us. It was
especially good for the freshmen players to be
able to play at home for the first time this
season."
The Huskies have now won three of their last
four games and will bring their 4-3 record into
tonights contest against Winona State.
Tip off will be at 6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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oi a great
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Mark Parrish tied the score at 3-3 at the

6:54 mark of the third stanza, scoring from
al mos the same .spot, but laking the pass from
Bailey. After Mark Parrish's overtime goal,
the rest was history.
"It was a great win, and it's great to have
that monkey off our back, but there's a lot of
season left," Dahl said. "We head back to
practice tomorrow."

Paul Middlestaedt/STAFF PHUTOGRAPHER
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Leitza fin ished Friday's game with 26
At the National Hockey Center Saturday, had only seven shots on neJ (in the first
Dan Hendrickson's four assists paced the period)," Dahl said. 'They playi:d pretty good saves, and Saturday's contest with 30 saves.
Leitza has been splitting time with
Gophers to a 4-1 victory over a tentative defensively and DeBus was really the
sophomore netn:iinder Tim Lideen, but Dahl
Husky crew.
4ifference in die second and third period."
The U of M opened a 3-0 lead in the first
In Saturday's game, DeBus stopped 10 opted to start Leitza Saturday bccau~ of the
25 minutes and never looked back. Freshman •point blank shots, and finished with 24 saves. junior's experience.
"After (Friday), that was a lot of pressure
forward Matt Noga tallied SCSU's only goal
"(DeBus) was unreal all weekend," Cullen
Friday.
said. "Some of his stops were amazing and he to put on (Lideen)," Dahl said. "(Letiza) had
played here before and we decided his
"We were very nervous coming out and gave us a lot of trouble."
experience was greater." . .
The junior froffi Lake Villa, Ill., was up to
the task, but said there Was also a lot of
pressure on him going into the game at
Mariucci .
'There was a little pressure on me, with
playing both of us all season," Leitza said.
"But coach thought I was a little more
experienced and it worked out well."
The Huskies host the University of Alaska
-Anchorage Friday and Saturday, and Dahl
said the overtime win should boost Husky
confidence.
'This is a real big shot in the arm and
should send us into.next weekend with a real
. good feeling,'' Dahl said. "(Saturd,ay), was
really a downer and we fe lt like we let our
fans down. This should be a big boost."
Leitza predicted a big carry over in
confidence against the Seawolves.
"This is huge, definitely," the junior
netminder said. "We'll get a sweep, and
nothing less, next weekend."
After Sunday's game, Mark Parrish left
Minneapolis on his way to Europe to play for
th~ United States Select Team. He said he
couldn't think of a better send off.
"I'm feeling pretty good," Mark Parrish
said. "It's going to be a lot more fun for me."

SCSU sophomore forward Matt Cullen
was tripped up by Gopher forward Dan
Hendrickson Saturday. Hendrickson
led the Gophers to a 4-1 victory,
tallying four assists in the win.
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
min.; Attendance: 6 ,705

WCHA HOCKEY MINNFSOTA4, HUSKIES l
UM ....

. I

2

1-

4

SCSU .... ...... .. ....... 0

I

0-

1

Scoring First Period: UM -Abrahamson· 2
(Hendrickson, B. Godbout), 3:18
second Period: UM laFleur 6
(Hendrickson, Checco), shg, 3:04; UM Checco I (Hen<lridcson). 4:54; SCSU -

Noga303est:), 7:25
Third Pe riod: UM
(Hendrick.•;on, Kr.nl), 7:14

~ : SCSU 7 for 14 min.; UM 8 for 16
min.; Attendance: 9.834

~

~

- Clymer

l

HUSKIES 4, MINNESOTA 3 OT
SCS U
... 1 ... 0 2 1 - l
-UM
2 ... .l O 0-3
Flrst Period: SCSU - J. Goulet 7 (G.
Parrish), 5:25: UM - Pagel I (Spehar),
10:15; UM - Berg 2 (Kr.th, Checm), 17:03
second Period, UM - Pagel 2
(Abrahamson, Spehar) 9:45
Third Period: SC.SU - M. Parrish 9
(Cullen), shg, 2:27; SCSU - M. Par&;h 10
(Bailey), 6:54.
Overtime: SCSU - "M. Parrish 11

DeBus (24 saves, 1
goal\ SCSU - Leitza (26 saves, 4 goals).
Powe r play: UM 0-2; SCSU 0-4:

Penalties, UM 7 for 14 min.: SCSU 5 for 10

Lunch

NCC BASKEIIIALL Tbuader Qec 12

MSU. ..

Shoes: scsiJ 8-8---9-l- 26; UM 14-10.7Goaltenden: UM -

____,,

Alaska-Anchorage at SL Cloud State
HarvardatMinnescta-Duluth

HUSKIES 55, MOORHEAD STATE 51

(Cullen, Best) 3:49
Shots: UM 7-13-lQ--.---30; SCSU J.8-1 4-

25

~
Ala.,ka-Anchorage at Sf. Cloud State
Har:ard a t Minnesota-Duluth

SCoring-

2- 33

Goaltenders: SCSU- l.citza (30 saves, 3
goafa); UM -

Power

DeBus (22 savt'-5, 4 goals)
play, SCSU 0-4; UM 0-3;

. ..... .. ....... 24
27 -51
33
22 - 55
MSU(SS)- KrisfieStangl 6- li 1-4 13.
Vic ki Klem7. 2-9 0-1 4, Tonah Paulson 4-9 22 10, Katie Hutton 2-91 -2 5 , Caron Goll 2-5
0-) 1, Emily Bro5seau 1-1 0-0 2, Vicki

scsu.

Luehitnnn 4-80-18, Decky Sogge 2-6 1-3 5.
Shanda Cutler 0-0 0--0 0, Haylee Ueker 0-0 00 0, Canie Rude 0-1 0--0 O; Totals: 23-65 51451

-

scsu

(5S): Katie Shea 5-21 4-7 15, Teri
Watkins 1-3 2-2 2, Samantha Brant 1-70-0 2,
Leah Thomsen 7-13 0-0 16, Sarah Brand 3-6
2-4 8, Jenny Rood a.3 4-6 4. Heidi Moberg
0-0 0-0 0, BarlJ Verkuilen 1-5 0--0 2, F.mi!y
Anderson 0-1 0-0 0, Carrie McGonigle 1-5 01 2, Chmysse Minder 0-3 2-4 2 , Kyra Jansen
1-10-02; Totals:20-6814-2655

NSU .. _ _ _ _ 40

37 -

77

SCSU (66} -Sean Whitlock0-103-5 3.
Tony Morrow 9-17 2-4 22, 9-17 1-2 26,
Shane Poepping 2-7 0-0 .f, Jon Hillzman 613 0-0 12, Nathan Pclowski 1-2 0-0 2, Jerry

Nelson 0-10-00, Zach Goring 0-0 0:0 0,
Mark Hein 0-1 0-0 0, Jason Pelowski 0-1 00 0, Rodney W;ilker 0-10-00; Totals: 27-70

6-1169
NSU(7 1)- Scott Hanson2-5 5-68, Kyle
JohllSOII 2-11 0-0 4, Ryan' Miller 3--14 4-10

!::1~~r;~~::8d;! 90-{e;7Yo.~~

Rebounds: MSU 49, SCSU 55; 3 pointers: MSU 0-6, SCSU 1-12 (Shea 1-5);
Turnovers: MSU 19, SCSU 19; Steals: MSU

Fischer 3-5 0--0 9, Jesse Johnson 2-6 0-0 6;
Totab: 26-6817-2871.

8, SCSU8.

Rebounds: SCSU 41 (Hinzman 12), NSU
55 Qeremy Vliem 14); 3--pointei-s: SCSU 922 (Bryant 7-11), NSU 8-17 (FL-;cher }--4);
Turnoven;: SCSU 13, NSU 13; Steals: SCSU
8, NSU 8; Fouled out: SCSU-Pocpping;
Technicals: none

,,,,,,_,,,_
~

NORlllERN STATE 77, HUSKIES 69
33 - 69

scsu _ _ __ _ 3(;'
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Schrader said she feels that approach is
stifling and counterproductive. Students
prefer a more relaxed atmosphere.
"Students are not packed into an
auditorium for these presentations," she said.
"One of the first things we did was to think of
ways to make this an inclusive affair. Our
meetings are very infonnal. -Students are
encouraged to bring bag lunches and fully
participate in the program."
Schrader explained that the project is
constantly in developillent.
"We first reserved a: room in Atwood for
our· meetings," she said. "However, some
students felt that this was not an infonnal
environment. We now hold our meetings in
the Quarry."
According to Schrader, most future
improveinents and ideas for Lunch with
Leaders will come from students. She
explained that student input is not only very
important, but vital to the success of the
program.
"One of the things I like about this whole
project is that students are exposed to
different perspecti ves and Styles of

leadership," said Michelle PearsonLangowski, director of Mitchell Hall, "When
I spoke to the group in September, I tried to
explain the importance of time and stress
management. These are essential if you are
striving to be successful in life."
One of the elements Schrader looks for in
a prospective guest speaker is a connection
with SCSU. She said she feels this to be an
important factor for the students.
"I feel that if the speaker is either
a graduate of SCSU or a faculty
member, students will respond more readily
to them."
Schrader asserted her conviction that the
project is an excellent program for all SCSU
students. irrespective of cultural, religious
and academic affiliation.
"By bringing these speakers on campus,
we provide students with positive role
models as well as valuable resources in
the future," she said. "Lunch with Leaders
is a chance for students to interact one-on-one
with campus and community leaders.
It is also an opportunity that Students at
SCSU can't afford to i:niss."

GOLD DAYS,
HOT Nfta/S,
We coverlifein and around SCSUlikea
blanket. Stay warm by reading the ...
UNIVERSITY

(filOnide

"[Dworkin] is considered one of the
mothers of feminism," Faundeen said. "When
we brought her name up at one of the
meetings as a possible choice for keynote
speaker, people thought there was no way we
could get her."
"[Getting her to speak] is huge, it's
enonnous," Wilson said.
The rest of the conference will consist of
three plenary presentations and 26 work.shops
on subjects such as hmpus safety,
commercial sexual exploitation, educating
men, pornography and violence in same-sex
relationships.
Students speakers will be coming from
schools such as University of Pennsylvania,
U.S. Naval Academy, and North Carolina
State to speak at lhe presentations .and to head
the workshops.

Auditorium
The system is the same as the one in
Centennial Hall Room 100, except with a
different projector Which needs to project
images further, according to Neumann.
Randy Evans, the coordinator for
technical support services, said the whole
system cost about $100,000, which was taken
out of SCSU's remodeling fund.
The system includes a Hughe's highresolution projector, a controller council, a
built-in VCR, laser disc, 35 mm slide-tovideo converter, electronic overhead, a builtin computer connection with both P.C. and
-Macintosh, and a wide screen on which to
project the images.
The projector shoots out a 20 ft wide
image onto a screen located on the back wall
of the auditorium's stage.
"It really brings the instructor a full multimedia range of capabilities," Evans said.
Neumann believes the uniqueness of the
system adds to its value for SCSU.

"People all around the nation know about
the conference, but people at St. Cloud State
don't," Faundeen said. About 300 people
from all pans of the U.S. and Canada arc
expected to attend.
"We want to increase the amount>-. of
students that are part of the national
movement." Wilson.said.
Wilson sees hosting this conference as a
chance to show students and community
members that SCSU is proactive against
sexual assault.
''This Will help show that our university
doesn't pretend that sexual assault does exist
and that it is an important enough issue to put
time and money into," she said.
The conference is available to students as
well as the public. Registration begins Jan. 15
through the SCSU Women's _Center.

PAGE 1
"A system like this doesn't exist in central
Minnesota for college or to the public,"
Neumann said.
Besides helping professors teach large
section classes, the system is also available to
campus groups and to the community of St.
Cloud, Neumann said
"It really adds a dimension in
marketability first and foremo st for the
campus but also as a community as a whole,"
Neumann said.
Although a few bugs need to be worked
out, instructors are giving the new system a
good grade Evans said.
"I'm thrilled of the responses of the
faculty," Evans said. 'They have embraced it
and have used more computer generated
materials for their classes."
Neumann said another advantage of the
system is its user friendliness.
'The instructor alone can run it with very
little technical support," he said.
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Wild Geese stage first show, 'O.:Z.'
Campus acting
troupe performs,
writes and
produces a first
play, "Studio OZ"
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

The first production by the Wild
Geese, a new cultural drama
organization on campus, was held

Thursday and Friday.
"From Studio O.Z." was a
collection of five short plays, all
written, directed, and perfonned by
the Wild Geese. "0.Z." stood for
Outer Zone. The plays contained
subject matter on everything from

foiled bank robberies to suicides to
ghosts.
"The students have wriuen a lot
of plays and tied them all together

with a disc jockey feel," said
Brenda Wentworth, the group's

adviser.
The performance began with the
question, "What is norma!T'
From there, the members
launched into their plays, with a
short narrative between each.

Physical comedy, tragedy,
romance, and mysticism were
elements of all the plays.
"It's
a
fun

show,"

Wentworth said. "It's not all

Go TO PLAY, PAGE 10 •

Julia PetersonlPHuro EDfTOR

Matsuda, played by director Daisuke Yamashita gives acting lessons to Hagiwara, played by Motoki Shoji in "The Script;' the first
skit of "From Studio O.Z:' The lntemar, ,'ll Dramatic Association Wild Geese production was at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday in
Center Stage of the Performing Arts c..r.

Holiday season sparkles with musicalfare
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER
The holiday season is known for its many
activitie-s for families to participate in. One
such family event is the Holly Day concert
offered by the SCSU Concert Choir,
University Singers, Brass Ensemble, Sonare
Orchestra and Preparatory Girls' Choir.

The "Twelve Daze of Christmas" is an
example of humor included in the concert.
Changing the content of the song and adding
humorous pieces, as a spoof of the original
..Twelve Days of Christmas" was a challenge
for Rydberg.

Another highlight of the song was
"five golden rings." Wood picked up
a hoolahoop and twirled it around his neck
five times.
Concert Choir director Jeff Douma also
took part in the performance of the
spoof.

The Holly Day concert was held at 5:00
p.m. Sunday evening in Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium in Stewart Hall. With more than
650 people in attendance this concert was the
best recieved by the campus and community .
in quite a few years, accorrung to grafiuate
assistant Sara Rydberg.

Each time the song came around to "six
· geese
a-laying,"
he
sat
on
an
egg.
Audience panicipation was a key aspect
of this concert.
During the ''Twelve
Daze of Christmas," Partridge Family CD's
were handed out and a drummer
wandered through the audience. Singers
stood in the rows of the auditorium
during the sing-along portion of the
concert.

The Holly Day Concert was formerly pan
of the University ·Program Board's
Holiday Weekend. According to Rydberg,
this weekend was a large crowd
gatherer however, the weekend event
hasn't been held in the past few years.
Responsibility
for
the
Holiday
Concert has fallen onto the shoulders of
the SCSU music department directors.
Many people look on holiday concerts
as tedious and a large-to-do event.
Sonare Orchestra director Bruce Wood,
Sara Rydberg and others involved in
the planning and coordination of this
concert sought to change that attitude
through the use of humor and audience
participation.

which added flavor to the song were when
"two turtle doves" was sung and two
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles walked out in
front of the audience with peace signs.

"One of the toughest parts of
this
concert
was
the
''Twelve
Daze of Christmas," Rydberg said. "Seeing
that other people caught the humor
was a relief."
Modifications to the song included "a
partridge in a pear tree" becoming "a
Partridge Family CD." Other humorous bits

The sing-along included traditional
Christmas songs such as "Jingle Bells," "Joy
to the World," "It Came Upon
a Midnight Clear," "Hark the Herald
Angels
Sing"
and
"Silent
Night"
The Sonare Orchestra performed the
Nutcracker suite, a traditional holiday season
piece.
"This is our gift to the campus and

Ibis is our
gift to the campus
and
community.
Sara Rydberg
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
community," Rydberg said. 'There is a lot
involved
with
coordinating
and
communicating between all the directors
involved to get the concert to go off without a
hitch. When it turns out good, it is a lot of
fun."
Another musical event to take place in St.
Cloud is the SCSU Faculty Trio. The Faculty
Trio is scheduled to play at 7 p.m.
Thursday evening at Cyber Bean, 411 East St.
Germain. There will be no cover
charge.
"We have hosted jazz muicians in the past
such as the Cedar Avenue Big Band and are
expecting a
big crowd for this
perfonnance," said Jean Adler, owner of
Cyber Bean.
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PlayPAGE9
funny,
it's
not
all
sad.
There are some very touching
perfollllanccs."
There were many twists and
turns. For example, a play entitled
"Unstable Mayumi" featured a
down-ort1-his-luck man, who, in
one day lost his job, his girlfriend,
and broke his glasses.
However, his poor vision
allowed him to see what others
could not - a woman from a
different dimension.
The two fall in love, crossillg
the dimensional barrier.
The play is concluded with
the phrase, "If both of them
are panners in their destinies,
all of time and all dimensions must
surrender 10 these true lovers."
Another pl.Iy, called 'The
Script," had two bank robbers
bantering over how, exactly, to rob
the bank. By the time they arrived
at the bank, it was closed.
The last play was "A Luxury
GOOO-Bye." In it, a man's wife,
who died years earlier, is returned
to him in the form of a girl. It is
their chance to fina1ly say goodbye and receive closure. The play
concluded with the song 'These
are the Days of our Lives" by
Queen.
After the performance, the

Julia Peterson/PHOTO mrroR

Sato I, played by Seng Yan Thung, holds up the famous makeup artist Mika played by Daisuke ;;:~~•:;c~h~~;~ :g::;, ~~::'.
Yamashita in the skit "Mission Unbelievable." Sato, who is wanted for robbery, needs a quick memi:r band on camp~s. They
disguise from Mika to escape the police. All the stories in "From Studio O.Z." were written and perfonned an original song
directed by Wild Geese members.

HILLBILLY

1/2 Price Ta~ s. Ap~

HILLS

entitled "C'mon Everybody."
"The students didn't want to do
anything that had ~already been
done," Wentworth said. ''They
wanted something new."
Wild Geese is committed to
performing plays from different
cultures. According to Todd
Weekley, Hle group's presid~nt,
they are1 focusing mainly · on
Japanese culture for the time being.
"One of the members actually
performed some of the plays in
Japan and brough1 them back,"
Weekley said.
Most of the plays written are
based on Japanese myths and
legends and translated by the
students.
'
The group was formed by
students interested in all aspects of
the theater, including writing,
acting, and sound. Wild Geese
consists mainly of international
students who must face the
language barrier.
They differ from other drama
programs because of the flexibility.
RehearsaJs are scheduled around
members' other activities.
"I like the idea behind it,"
Weekley said. "It gives people
the opportunity to perform without
worrying about auditions."
The initial question was
never answered. The audience was
left to decide the difference
between what is normal, and what
is a miracle.

• 363-TT97
• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more

• 2 New snow-boarding hills

r----------------------,
L----------------------J

I
I
I

SCS SPECIAL:
BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

Private parties with beverage ITlay
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

I
I
I

Open 12 - 9pm
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cly. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 mile
THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

16

oz. Beer onl~ $1.25

gunda!:J B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.rn.

All Appetizers 1/2 off
gund;:i!:Jc; B-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.

~----------~----,
10 Tanning
~ons
Q\LY

$17.99
Featuring mGH
INTENSITY beds!!

Experience
The Dr!:J gandpipe Conned:ionan accouc;lic guitar band.
gunda!:Jc; B p.rn.-12 a.rn.

(Coupon must be presentf
EXPO. 12/30/96

•
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Coffee shop joins downtown eatery array

~~,r'-.="-'-,m~
Atmosohere:

The subdued yet tasteful decor ot the

side dishe~ - a good sel:ction of soup, salad
and sandwiches. Even without the coffee, the
Meeting Grounds would be a nice place to go
for lunch. Several types of pasta salad are
offered, in cups or bowl-size portions. Even
those who prefer not to drink coffee are

Meeting Grounds is a very effective relaxing

assured of a fine selection of alternate drinks,

agent. The owners seem to have taken

such as Italian sodas and hot cocoa

t~~~1!0~n f~:ir Hi~ri~~·t ::Idc!;:~~

i=."~e°!e:;f~!;1
~:~~:ch:: :n ~n~~~

blackboards behind the counter. Again, this

The Meeting Grounds is a small coffee
shop, located in a tiny niche next to D.B
~:;~·s ~~c~th ~~t!~U thTh:he:::,1

i:·~

persona] touch echoes that of the shop's

~~f~:C~.' yet

does not detract from the

Price:

The coffee certainly isn't gas station
quality. 1be coffee ranges from average to

;:i;u~:~::il~ :;~f~m~~~rt.~;~:~!~~ ~~

location makes the Meeting Grounds part
of what co,ld be St. Clo,d's food

WW

6'06'0

attention. I could almost feel my eyelashes
curl. The sandwiches are made fresh, and the
pasta salad is available warm or cold.

nirv~nh~ther by fortune or divine design,
downtown
is
home
to
several
culinary heavyweights. In addition, D.B.
Searle's, Mexican Village, Bravo Burritos,
Hemsing's Deli, and Ciatti's all contribute

Price is the Meetmg urounds' biggest
downfall. No matter how good the coffee,
paying over $2 for a 12-ounce mug makes me
frown. The side dishes weren't much better,
price-wise. The sandwiches and salads aren't

The surfaces of the restaurant were
immaculate. Coffee is notorious for ·stains,

~~rita~~e p~'::r~wn pal~~~ ~~~ud th:
palate.
To prosper in the shadow of

:~~a~lish~!~strious

m~~tmpany,

customers something above the norm,
and the Meeting Grounds certainly
delivers.

M

Cleanliness:

nearly large enough to justify their cost.

WWVanetv:
off:~ 6'06'0

Overall:

~~M

Food Qualitv:

WWf"ITil
6'06'0 ~

placement of lxx'lths and decorations. The

by Lloyd Dalton
Fooo CRITIC

was very attentive to empty cups, mugs and
plates. Ordering was more or less cafeleriastyle, with some items available from the
menu and some, such as mineral water, on the
counter. Friendliness and cordiality were very
evident in lhe manner of the employees.

m the above-average pnce, the
Meeting grounds was an above-average
eating experience. 1be coffee was stimulating
and the atmosphere relaxing. Other
customers ranged from students to
professinal people - affirming the broad
appeal of the establishment. The fact that the
Meeting Grounds is a short trip from SCSU
adds to its value to students. Those whose
wallets can stand a slight reduction should
take advantage of the generous dose of
atmosphere and caffeine that the Meeting
Grounds offers.

~:p:~:o::n ;~~~:n~;rew~:~~b?:s~
adding to the impression of a very high
degree of cleanliness.

Service:

Coffee, the specialty of the house, is
available in many styles and strengths. What
sets the Meeting grounds apart from other
coffee shops, however, is the emphasis on

~~M
1be same person who wiped the tables

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Still Deciding?

TOWNHOMES
1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY PIERCING

th

~

ol'.1,

,,._·"' ~~
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO

For Career Information
Call

16-21stAvenueSouth
Minnesota56301

St.Cloud,

For Appointment or Consultation
Call 320-255-7305 or 320·393·2654

612-654-5089

Dr. Paul Hjort
Chiropractor
S'I:CLOUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
ADA Acccsaiblc P&cililJ Affi-i•e Aaiolll'EqlM.I 9ppom,1Utr Bduc:otot aad l!mploJc- ,

Premiere Student Housing
,:_-+ Healed Swimming Pool
,:_-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
,:_-+ Sand Volleyball Court
,:_-+ Heat and Water Paid
,:_-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
,:_-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
,:_-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
,:_-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

,:_-+ Air Condi1ioning
,:_-+ Large Storage Room
,:_-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
,:_-+ Laundry Facilities
,:_-+ Vending Machines

Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
,:_-+ Individual Leases
,:_-+ Pleil.Sant, Quiet Atmosphere
,:_-+

Call 252-2633

• 100% coverage, auto
accidents and work injurie
• Preferred one and other
insurances accepted
• State of the art facility
• New water massage therapy
• Student discount
• Convenient location
+near Crossroads Mall on
Division St. & HWY 15

* call for appointment *
evening appointments available

CHRONICLE ADVERTISING 255-3943
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3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-ml'lll U5:

251-3450
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Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Vaz
Monica Erio n

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton

Friday, October 18, 1996

·EDITORIAL

Drinking and
driving involves
more than drivers
Drinking and driving is always a big issue on and off
campus.
Some people can handle aJcohol at a young age while others
are never mature enough. Steven Canuth, 40, of St. Cloud is
just one example of someone who cannot handle the effects Or
alcohol.

Carruth is charged with 16 felony counts related to the
accident that occurred December 6 on Highway 23 resulting in
the fatalities of two adults and a 5-month-old fetus.

STAFF OPINION

Tests showed Carruth's blood-alcohol level was .26 at the

time of the accident.
Carruth was driving without ·a license. He's already been
convicted with three DUis, the latest was in July 1996.
After this accident, one begins to wonder how far the law
should go in prosecuting repeat drunk driving offenders.
Should there be a mandatory jajl sentence longer than 90
days for repeat offenders? At what point should society label
repeat offenders as a threat to public safety and take them off
the roads pennanently?
If tougher laws are passed by the legislature, can they be
enforced in such a way that drunk drivers will think twice
before getting behind the wheel?
Past efforts to take action against repeat offenders are
admirable, however, this problem is far from solved.

RYAN Voz, MANAGING EDITOR

Annual occurance comes
during the holiday season
0 new fender
0 new hood
□ new hatchback
□ new headhght
□

EDITORIAL

i

Tis the season to repair.
My Christmas list this year,
is as follows:

new car

Car accidents and
me are like Mardi
Gras - both happen
once a year
It is only time each year
that I will be involved in an
automobile accident.
It is a given.
My college days have been
filled with car accidents, car
accidents and more car
accidents.
War is not pretty, it is not pleasant. Thus it follows that
Since high school
military training should not be like a relaxing walk through a
graduation, I have been
park.
However, learning how to serve one's country in lifeinvolved in four automobile
accidents.
threatening situations does not mean one should act like a
barbarian. Apparently some people at the Citadel military
None were my fault.
college haven't realized this yet.
Seriously.
Recent reports say several cadets, many of them the brandDuring college, I have
new female cadets, have been threatened, harassed and beaten
owned a collage of Toyota
by other cadets. One was pounded by a rifle butt. Three were
Tercels.
drenched in flammable liquid set on fire.
I have owned a silver car
Set on fire? That certainly sounds like the kind of behavior
with a blue hatchback, along
we want in our anned forces, doesn't it?
with a blue Tercel within the
Fortunately; those three cadets were not seriously hurt. But
past two years.
that's not really the point
The first car was totaled as
Citadel officials stated these incidents .were a case of uppermy girlfriend and I were
class students picking on lower-class students, not m~n picking·· ••involved in a roll over near
on women, but it's certainly possible that some of the male
Little Falls which was not my
cadets are still a little miffed that the women folk are invading
fault
their previously all-male club.
Well, I'm done this year.
Well, too bad.
I'm not doJl.e with the joys of
Hazing is nothing new to the military; it's been going on for
Christmas shopping and
centuries. But does that make it justified? Hardly. It's depressing mane1:1vering through large
to think that neanderthals are going to be given rifles and sent
crowds, but rather with my
out to protect our country, and it certainly doesn't help the
annual accident.
reputations of those soldiers who are actually civilized.
It happened when my car

Recent violence at
Citadel shows
military's ugly side

,

I might even be cursed with
Tercels, as far as I know. I
may just have extremely bad
luck.
on my way to the
I have had success
shoppmg mall It
mechanically
with Toyota's,
seemed as though I
but for some reason the
wasn't the only one
bodies are another problem.
headed to the mall
Most Toyota's rust Out
either. I think
before the engine gives way.
everyone was
But I haven't had that
I'm usually not m
problem - not even close.
the best of mocxls
The
other two accidents I
when I think about tackling
was involved in were minor
the mall, but this day as I was
traveling to the mall was quite compared to some.
Just a few dents here and
different.
there from other cars backing
Maybe because I was in
into me or failing to stop,
the holiday spiri~ so to speak.
The day took a tum for the, which I consider minor.
worse quickly, but I tried to
These minor accidents
don't wreak as much havoc as
contain myself while dealing
the ones where you need to
with the individual who ran
make about five to 10 calls
into me.
Surprisingly, I just shook
after the
skuffie.
my head and
It seems
realized it was
like one tells
bound to
the story about
happen.
Car accidents 50 times,
My car is
still drivable
and me are like resulting in
whether you
and hopefully
MardiGras- really
will be through
remember
next winter, up
both happen
what actually
until
once
a
year.
happened or
gradtlfition.
not.
Many
Not to mention the hassle
thoughts were aroused in my
one receives for having an
head after the initial crash.
headlight out
After being bounced
Yes officer, I'm aware of
around like a B.B. in a boxcar,
the condition of my car.
in the crash, I began to
Thanks for the reminder to get
wonder if I'm driving the
my Light fixed as soon as
wrong vehicle.
For the first time I began to possible.
The Christmas list of car
think maybe I wasn't meant to
drive a Tercel.
repairs has just begun.
was smashed last weekend in
St Cloud.
I was rear-ended

• •
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Cheap cologne

pollutes Christmas
It's Christmas time once again and that means many SCSU students
will be traveling home for the holidays to spend time with their families. I
for one am excited to see my family and can just imagine the first
conversation I will be having with my mom when I get home: "Where's
Santa? Where's Santa? Did he leave me my Tickle•Me Elmo doll?" ,
"Calm down Billy, you just walked in the door. How aOOUt a hello first."
"I want presents! I want presents!" "You know I hope SCSU is teaching
you more about how to improve your manners." I guess when it comes
right down to Christmas time I'm still a kid at heart.
Do you remember those Christmas mornings when you were a little
package of energy running around the house displaying your presents to
various family members, who smiled and laughed?
Those times of innocence are gone. We now
understand exactly why those adults were smiling
and laughing at us. They remembered how it felt
to be young and not have to worry about a thing
and just enjoy Christmas. In fact, the only thing
those adults were able to enjoy was the feeling of
relief after Christmas ended.
Now that we're older, our family Christmas'
consists of complaining to one another about
presents, like those jeans you received that were
the wrong size and style or the cologne you were
hinting at for the past three months that wasn't
under the tree. Doesn't the element of surprise
have a meaning anymore? .
How about those moments when one must
After coul)tless venomous letters written and never sent, I finally have something good to say,
BYBill.Y
pose a smile and fake an excited reaction to a gift, . because I'll probably have to be very quiet for awhile afterward.
WHALEN
because it is absolutely ugly or worthless. There
I just read my first Mike Creger opinion article, and hey, he's smart. What an asset to your
is even talking badly about one another in an
paper. He writes well, he's amusing and his topics don't make me cringe. Your paper could use
under the table speak, where various relatives discuss anything from
more like him.
inappropriate attire of certain family members to the incessant
disagreement of a family member's treatment of their children. There is
Clare· Frohrip
always tharunique family member who has had too much to drink and
Junior
eventually becomes obnoxious and a fail 1 out of control.
English
Although this may not be your typical family Christmas, I'm sure
there are some resemblances. Spending the holidays with family brings
up the importance of the Christmas spirit: a need for family togetherness.
Families come together for one purpose, not for presents, arguments or
tradition. Christmas is a time for families to share the bond they cannot
deny. To respect one another while giving thanks for the most important
gift of all, that is neither wrapped or bought - a family. I could ramble
on, but what a heartwarming place to stop.
In the Bible there is a popular tale told every year around Christmas
time. It's about three wise men who each brought a different gift on the
night Jesus was born. The reason this tale is so popular this time of year
is it makes people think about what the three wise men represent, which
is good will. Now, many people in this country are either "well-off' or
"stink.in' rich", while the rest of our country is dirt poor.
The tale suggests we look at things in our lives we could do without
and think about the poor, who barely have the basic necessities to survive.
This is where goodwill takes its part. It's Christmas, we should think of
others and somehow contribute. That is what the tale is all about and,
more importantly, what Christmas is all about.
During the holidays many peop_le like to pull out all the stops,
especially when it comes to Christmas. Some acts involve everything
from spraying windows with a toxic solvent that is supposed to resemble
snow but ends up looking more like shaving cream, to hanging up
hundreds of feet of Christmas lights on every side of the house. When
Christmas day comes, most people are so caught up with material issues
they completely overlook the Christmas spirit.
Think a little harder this year about those who are less fortunate and
still manage to enjoy a wonderful holiday. If yOu don't remember what
that feeling was like.just watch "It's a Wonderful Life." It's a great movie
and I hear it started airing on television.
Finally I want to address the topic of religion at Christmas time. There
is bound to be a disagreement with certain thoughts over Jesus Christ.
Granted, I view Christmas as an important religious holiday, but that is
how I was born and raised. Many people on this campus were not.
However, I still respect other people's beliefs and I am not trying to force
my religion or my personal beliefs on anyone. Christmas has become
much more than just a religious holiday - it's a national holiday.
If you don't have a religion or believe in God, you still reap the
rewards of it such as not having to work on Christmas, not having to
attend school, get invited to cool parties with free food, etc. So we should
Please keep letters under 300 words.
stop focusing on issues of whether we should or should not believe in
God, or whether some long-haired weirdo has the right to print it in the
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
school newspaper. I think with how diversified our campus is, we should
Form letters will not be accepted.
be able to look at Christmas and the holiday season and be able to be
happy and thankful. To me, that alone is acknowledgement enough that
Please type letters or send via e-mail:
the Christmas spirit is alive and breathing within us all.
chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
Merry Christmas and have a Happy New Year SCSU.

B.S.

_Chronicle writer praised

read, REACT, w,ire
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Letter Policy

All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus

line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent

starts at $190. Heat, water and
basic cable included. Plug-ins

available with reserved parking.
Laundry facilities, mini blinds in each
room, large rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654-8300.

~~r::. r~.i~:;

$220/monlh per

$179/MONTH.
Private rooms in · two-bath apts.
across from U-Pik-Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged building. Sublease
situations. $ saving opportunity,
below market rent, low depos~. 2590977.
$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 2518284, 251-9418.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. l ow security
deposit. 255-9262.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New,
close to SCSU. $179/month,
with men. 251-8284, 2519418.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. available. SE
St. Cloud on bus line. Heat
paid. $400. Dan, 255-9163.
CHARLAMAINE APT.'S
1997 summer and fall best
choice. Across from SCSU!
Attractive, clean, quiet, smokefree, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit
and common area carpet.
Practical price and more perks
like sun decks, whirlpool spa,
reseived heated parking,
dishwasher,
microwaves.
Summer rentals include
garage or reserve parking
spot. (limited number of
garages for summer special).
TOUR US B/4 U MAKE YOUR
CHOICE! Call 240-0234 to
take a look.
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street
from campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH
APT.
New carpet, paint. Great
focation. Heat paid, parking
available. 253-1320.

2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.

Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300

HELP!
Male subleaser needed for large,
walkout,
two-bdrm.
apt.
$229/month. Water and heat paid.
No deposit needed. Scott, (612)
263-1818.

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at

Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.
$360/month.
Call • Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

Break

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
for male. Quiet building. Utilities
included. 259-9434.

CompletePaekages
From$429

ONE ROOM IN A FOUR-BDRM.
APARTMENT.
located across from Halenbeck
Hall. Male, rent $199., 6-month
lease, garages $35/month, heat
paid, whirlpool, heated parking,
deposit $250. Call 240-0234.

FreeCovers,FreeDay
Partles,Discounts ntsl1ops
and side excursions.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
sprinQ quarter. Cost negotiable.
Good location. Scot, 259-6773.

-springBreak97ConeertFestivalCaDforlnfo.-

SunbreakStndent Vaeations

SUBLEASER WANTED
for spring quarter. Share with three
male roommates at the University
Village Townhomes. Price $200 per
month. Call 202-1535 for more
information.

for info e a l l l ~
Http,//www.uresourrerom/sunbn,ak

SUBLET SPECIALS.
a'm.-ffiidnfght~ri. DE!c. 20 8 a:m.-3
M/F, sgl./dbl. in houses. Six p.m. Atwood main lounge.
convenient locations. Quality living,
COLLEGE TOURS PRESENTS
free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
Mazatlan spring break '97 from
SUBLET SPECIALS.
$399 (Minneapolis Departures).
Three and four-bdrm. units close to Your total package includes: roundSCSU. Dishwashers, micros and trip airfare to Mazatlan, 7 nights
heat paid. Results Prope rty hotel accommodation, round trip
Management, 253-0910.
transfers to and from the airport,
College Tours staff in Mazatlan to
SUPER LOCATION.
assist you, free-private cocktail
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet. parties. For a free informational flier
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th SI. or information on earning a free trip
251-0525.
call (800) 395-4896 (free call).
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
sglldbl. rooms. Dan, 255-9163.

Attention
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS POTTERY
SALE.
Featuring works from eight wellknown local artists. Wed. Dec. 18, 8
a.m.-midnight, Thurs. Dec. 19, 8

INSTANT CREDIT
llo Cl!altT, llo Jot,, ,No PAl!Elfl'-SIGIIER, llo Sa:uttlY IIEPOSn!

PAYING TOO MUCH??
Most oral contraceptives are
between $5 and $6 per month at
Health Services Pharmacy. CaU
255-4852 for specific pri~ on your
pill.
PLAN AHEAD.
Health Services clinic and pharmacy
are open during finals week, closed
during quarter break. Pick up
prescriptions
and
schedule
necessary appointments now! 2553193.

MANAGE YOUR WEIGHT
after the holidays! It's not too late to
join ~Healthy Weighs.n Weekly
sessions resume Jan. 7, 9-10 a.m.
Cost is $15. Call 255-4850.

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Airf7 nights hotel/free nightly social
hour/party package/discounts. (800)
366-4786, (612) 893-9679.

IJD.3,i,

R D L h'

f

O R .\f
STiftDT

tamn St:avms

f'.O.Box22WIS
33022

1 .....1: °"""-t 0mlG ~ , . . lb.l.v11001i. fl
• - GIIA.IUHTHDI

1

no credit • bad credit • no income?:
YouCan Qualify To Receive - - • _

- •'f:'eo1

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WO's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 218-9000 ext. A-3883 tor
current listings.

• '11L"'Qt0

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits •
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
:

-lo1y.

cuJ:f!!/'

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

r,
I
I

C:ANC:UN OR
MAZATLAN
Food.and Drink Packages
Available. Makeyour
reservation today spa<-e h
Umlted!

:

Two Of The Most Widely Used JlI.s-;4 :
Credit Cards In The World Today!
- ,:

•

- -----------------c.,

"""<

~'--======= ====--Guaranteed SI 0.000 In Credit!

i

SPRING BR AK 97
South Padre .,," •149
rcom • 429

Mazatlan
Cancun

•co,

•449

FREE Parties
FREEMnls

HEE ActMtiea

Student [xpress. Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (BOO) 395-4896.
SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach, Florida.
Sandpiper•Beacon Beach Resort,
three pools, one indoor pool, huge
beachside hot tub, suites up to 10
people, tiki beach bar, home of the
wor1ds longest keg party. Free info.
(800)
488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
SPRING BREAK'S HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtrav.com,
(800)
328-7513. Free food, drink and
party special!?!
THE ULTIMATE GIFT.
Name an actual star for someone.
Just $33. Celestial Registry. (BOO)
446-3985 X1004.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
Two barbers, an cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson.SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name an actual star for someone.
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lowest rates and best hotels
for spring break. Leisure

Tours has packages to
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. (800)
838-8203.

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At
home. Toll free, (800) 2189000 ext. R-3883 for listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home.
Toll free (800) 218-9000 Ext.
T-3883 for listings.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.
FAMILY IN NEW YORK, ,
one school-aged child, seeks live-in
nanny to work part-time. Seeking
individual wanting to pursue college
or other interests in spare time.
Contact Kim at Midwest Nannies.
(800) 484-9754 ext. 5768. Many
jobs available.
ANANCE COMPANY
has part-time openings in collections
dept. Apply at Suite 285A Norwest
Center, 400 1st St. S., St. Cloud.
Spanish speakers especially
encouraged to apply.
tt•FREE TRIPS & CASH.tt•
Find out h0w hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAK!

NANNIES!
Call the ELITE Nanny Service!
Exciting posITions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year
commITment. Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.

WEEKLY
INCOME.
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! ·Start
immediately! Genuine
opportuni1y! AwhSAS.E.:
V MC, SUITE 174
1861 N.FEDERAL B1fT
BOLLYVOOD,FL 33020

NO LAY-OFFS:
GrowiJ:Jg company expanding into
area. $12/llr. start. For application
send self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Response-America,
530 S. Monroe St. Dept. 316,
Monrne, Ml 4!!161.
PART-TIME OPPORTUNITY,
Work 25 hours, earn $250+.
Interested? Cati 251-1736.
SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. Lowest price guaranteed. Food
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (BOO) 446-8355.
ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
has a variety of evening and
weekend positions available. We
are currently hiring Unit Support
(housekeeping), Patient Care
Assistants (CNA), and Home HeaHh
Aides. For more info. please call our
job line at #255-5650 to request an
application, or stop in the Student
Employment office, Admin. Bldg.
#101. We seek responsible
individuals who have worked in
culturally diverse environments.
EOE·Dfl/l)'Atohol Screen. Smokefree environment. .
'WINTER ENTHUSIAST'
Spend your vacation enjoying cross
country skiing, snowmobiling, ice
fishing and being with people? Staff
,needed for December 26-31.
Provide a camping experience for

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religious faITh
is blind prejudice. Being allgood and all-loving is
mutually exclusive with
committing infinite torture in
bumilig hell on one's
children. All tasks that at
least two people ask for shall
be done (Matt. 18:19) but
war and disease still exist.
The biblical Jesus lied. "I am
with you always .. : (Matt.
28:20) "... but me.,ye have not
amays." (Matt. 26:11)(John
7:34) Question everything.
Atheism
is
logically
Unassailable.

GOOD

adults and kids with developmental
LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
disabilities. Will train. Be prepared to and allies. Meetings every Thursday
have a great time! Location near St. . at 7:00 p.m. Call 654-5166 for more
Cloud and the metro area. Call (800) infonnation.
'
450-8376 or 934-2771. EOE/M
THE LORD IS NOT SLACK
concerning hls promise, as some
For Sale
count slackness, but is long
suffering toward us, not willing that
SMITH CORONA
any should perish, but that all should
3700 work processor with 13" come to repentance. II Peter 3:9.
monITor. Three yea~ old. Perteet
condition. $250 or best offer. Call
Andrea al 202-9995.
Notices

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL! It's time to celebrate!!
Our Savior Jesus's birthday is
coming. Take time to read the
Christmas story in the Bible. Happy
birthday Jesus! We love you!! Then
you will know the tnrth and the tnrth
will set you free.

SERIOUS ABOUT A CAREER?
Make sure to attend the MSUS Job
Fair '97. Contact Career Services to
registerllOW!AS 101.
SHAM,
Society for Human Resource
Management will be having weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 11:15
a.m. in Atwood's Mississippi room.
All majors are welcome to join.

$33. Star Directory. (800) 500-3128.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
_ WEDDlt,tG-eH.OT.OGRAeHERS,
.assembling circuIT_bpard&'eJectronic
- .professiooal-a~r--WiU----oomponents-at-home;-Experience
work with you to determine a unnecessary, will train. Immediate
shooting schedule that will fit your openings your local area. Call (520)
wedding day plans. Specializing in 680-7891 ext. C200.
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
INCREASE YOUR $$$ FLOW,
Two photographers to make sure Is your money sITuation getting tight
that every angle gets covered. Very this time of year? You can easily
reasonable packages. For more change that by becoming part of the
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
winning team. Interact with others
right out of the comfort of ·your own
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
home, apartment or dorm. Be your
For help and hope call: St. Cloud own boss, sleep in, and set your
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour own hours. For more information, or
holline. 253-1962. 400 E~st St. to set up an appointment, call (320)
Germain St., SuITe 205, St. Cloud.
251-6940.

Employment
• 0 30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!
Now is the time to guarantee the

a

PREGNANCY

1ES11NG..

JOB FAIR '97 IS COMING SOON!
This is your once-a-year chance to
explore career and internship
opportunities! Register at Career
Services, AS 101.

Your friend
down the hall with

Power Macintosh" 5400
120MHz/16MB RMl/1.6GBl8'( CD·ROM

J5"budl-•~r"

the Macintosh c~mp~ter
Power MacIntosh" 7600
120 MHz/16MB RAMII.2GBJCD-ROM

couldn't be happier

15"di!fJlayl/teyboanJ
Now$2,566

that Apple is offering a $150 rebate
to anyone who
gets their own.

~
Apple" Color StyleWriter" 2500

UpkJTJarj60dpi
Now$319

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right nc:,,v Apple Computer is offering a $150 rebate when )'Oil purchase)Ullrvery O\lffl Macintosh"
personal computer and anApple•printer. ltSoneofthebestchances)OO'lleverhavetotakeowner-

:~~~~~$1~.~~~~fn!:;:~~

off the cru:h and hit)'OUT campusaxnputer stixe today. And leave)'OUfpoorfriend alone.

.-.

Power Macintosh" 5260 100 MIW16:.18 RMtnlOOM814X <ll•ROM/14" built•rl di¢)'/l;eyboard Now $1,305
Power Macintosh" 7200 120 MIWl6MB llA.\I/L2GMIX (l).ROM/15" di¢)'Azi,fKwd Now $1,948
Apple" Col04' StyleWriter" 1500 Upkl 720x!,6o dpi Now $235
Apple" LaserWriter" 4/600 Now $721

St Cloud State University Computer Store
Engineering and Computing Center Rm. 101
8am-4pm Monday - Friday
320/255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
@1996,wkO!mpl,kr,~Alirif,blsl'l'SfflW.A{flle.lbe)ffk q/O. Mac,~fff/orma,PrM>erM«inia,band~,i~,rgislered~
r.fl/t(MCompultr;lnc..}ffkmtli/.inrtbaleojfert<didfrom!mmber2,I996,/brou;jj,numyf!.lf997.,d,ik~la.rlandttibjt,dtJawiJ,,biliJy.ll
(jWJifyforr,i,a/e.{1rinler.wmps,ierand"11Ap/JkmtJnilor(fsold~)muslbe{>llfd,tlalon lbe SOJMmwJa.(ffergoodon411'11M«illloslldcifop
romp,,Jerwiihanyl/t(Mprlnirr. lbidrd>m{JrObd!iJtJl,ylaw. S.parlid(J/1JingrrselJerforfartberndaanddttmls.AliMacmkJdJromputm411!~
t)/,e«=i/Jlet)lndiv/du,ibll/llbdi.wbi/ity. l'llamlmart(/J.S.Dnly),c,,IJ8QO--fl}()-78()1JQf''TTY80Q.755-(}601.
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PARK FOR FOOD.
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Support University
Orgnizations
AMA has your Spring
Break Packag~ to:

* Acapulco
•
,
· .
· ·_
* Mazatlan
·•
* Panama City Beach
Free tan and trial membership
at Midtown Fitness with purchase of
Spring Break Package.

Bring two items of non-perishable food
and receive

free parking in our paylot
for the day!!
Thursday, Dec. 19
7 a.m. - 7p.m.

When:
Time:

All food will be donated to the Saint Ooud area food shelves.

88.1 KVSC Program guide
Monday

I Tuesday I Wednesday h hursday

5:30-6am

Friday

I Saturday

Sunday

BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE

6:00am
ECLECTIC
7:00am

BREAK•

FRETS

MORNING SHOW

8:00am

Fresh morning music,

FOLX

news,sportsandwealher.

MUSIC

FAST

·9:00am
THRIVING

10:00am

ONA

========::;:,.,,;;,a:;,;;;o,ams,;oNC::=======j

11:00am

~~ .

MORNING SHOW

12:00pm - - - - - . ,w-s-w•-•-CH
- - - - - + ---+~,.~,~,.,,--1
1:00pm

- - - - - -- - - - - - <
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Spend your afternoon with KVSC's
blend of progressive music.

2:00pm
3:00pm

SHOW
~~
WITHOUT IBAomow,,L
A NAME ~
SISTERS
FEMALE

4:00 (::==::;::::=-~E~WS~E~o,~no~•G=iaic:i=::js~!~~;HARTISTS
pm

5:00pm

~

DIVERSIONS

ICOUNTEF1SP1NI'"'~.;:,,".';"''"

-------,..--

6:00pm
7:00pm

WHOLE
B;OOpm
9:00pm

THE

~

~~~:

I

SOUL

STROLL

AREA

10:00pm~

GRANITE CITY
ROCK CAFE

CLASSIC
ROCK&
ROLL

PROGRESSIVE ROCK

11 :00pm
FEATUREDARTISTSPOTLIGHT(11:00TO 12:00) C~JA~K

12:00am

f - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - -----'
PROGRESSIVE ~ GRANITE ~

1:00am
ROCK

I=~1

;6'6K

I

1>£AO~R

I~~;:~

2-5:30amf----~---~'--===_,,•,,,,AFcs__"f-----'-'A'-'O"'CL'-i
ICVSC OVERNIGHT

ii'A•

~

Remember to look for the

Questions call 255-4357

Time

For more information on Spring
Break Packages, call the AMA office
at 255-3770, Layla at 203-1257 or
Jason at 259-9055, or stop by Atwoo

INSOMNIA HEAVEN

"Original" Party Extravaganza,
coming in January.

